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old 
school 
cool
The RESURGENCE HAS BEGUN -
dUST OFF THOSE KNITTING NEEDLES 
BECAUSE NANNA’S OLD SCHOOL ways 
are BACK WITH A VENGEANCE.

Who would’ve thought? Last year the 
biggest statement in style was industrial 
chic, and the year before that it was 
art deco. But something has shifted 
in the design community this year, 
something very large and vintage-
shaped. Truth be told, this shift has been 
in the making for a while but in 2012, 
it’s Gen Y that leads the vintage charge.

Lauren de Bomford’s bedroom looks a little like a 1960’s 
kitchen. There are teapots and small glass jars that cover 
every horizontal surface, and make the place feel like it was 
once used by Kennedy-era housewives for keeping jam. 
The walls are plastered in old french-style posters depicting 
stereotypical scenes of women making the fruity preserve, 
and the floor is littered with crochet patterns and squares of 
needle-worked patches that will someday be turned into a 
blanket for someone. 

Lauren is 18 and just one of the many Gen Y’s passionate 
about all things old - so much so that she regularly takes 
ribbings from her school friends about being a ‘nanna.’ 

"I don’t care what anyone else 
thinks of my style," Lauren says while 
we conduct the interview in a school computer lab. 
To a stranger, the bland school uniform she wears 
is what deFines her as the person they know, or 
think they know. But anyone truly familiar with  her 
wacky style knows that when the school day ends 
she’ll walk home to her house across the oval and pull 
on something crazy - like the hot pink skirt suit 
she bought from a small op-shop a few years ago 
to annoy her step-sister; or a tired red blazer bought 
while out with a friend whilst ‘trying to save money’ 
(something her friends say she is extremely bad at.) 

Lauren’s love of all things old doesn’t just stop with clothes, 
or end at the threshold to her bedroom. Collectively,,she and 
her friends have started their own tea club, a sentiment to 
the age old act of having a British cuppa with one’s closest 
housewives from along the street..

I ask Lauren what specifIcally draws her to a style that 
predates her birth by a good fIfty years. “I think it’s the 
fact that it represents a more conservative and interesting 
idea.- Everything about the vintage style is so fun and 
quirky." The rest of the interview goes a little something 
like this...
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"I think that one day 
I will own close to one 

hundred tea pots, but 
I’m ok with that."

- 18 year old Lauren de Bomford, featured with Dizzy the 
Datsun..
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How do you choose to display the style not only in 
what you wear but how you decorate too??

I’m stuck in a trend from a different 
time. I’d much rather go out in a knee length linen 
skirt and Floral blouse than ugg boots and a leopard 
print top?because I remember FInding the skirt in a 
vintage clothing shop in Paris and falling in love with it. 
It’s things like that that make me happy.a different 
style.
If you’re strolling through an op-shop and you see 
a tweed blazer or a sweater with elbow pads,, do 
you immediately think about what else it will match 
in your wardrobe??

I do a quick assessment of every piece I fInd in an op-
shop, although if I like it I don’t necessarily have to 
think too much.. I just buy it and see what other things 
will match it when I get home.. 

You cop some bagging out from your friends about 
being a nanna. Why do you think this is and what do 
you have to say about it?

In today’s society, being different doesn’t 
always warrant acceptance. I crochet, knit 
and sew and this is why they do it,, but I don’t mind so 
much because it makes me feel as though I’m in touch 
with the vintage lifestyle.   
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Why did you choose this style in particular to really 
follow?

I think that the vintage style chose me. I’ve always 
been fond of anything old and that has a story 
behind it. It’s much more interesting to pick through 
antique shops and wonder what life the object 
has experienced. The marks and imperfections on 
the clothes are what make them interesting and 
important to me..I never think ‘will this match 
with the colour scheme in my room?‘ or ‘oh that’s 
broken, it’s no good.‘ Imperfections  equal 
character, and I don’t think things need to match 
to be pretty.. 

So there it is folks, straight from Generation Y 
herself. Vintage is in,and everything else is out, 
at least this season anyway. Who knows, vintage 
might hang around like the garlic bread you had for 
lunch, or maybe a stylistic breath mint will cause us 
to say “adios” to our decorative suitcases and worn 
out fIrst editions of Enid Blyton that sit nonchalantly 
placed on the hallway buffet. Exactly why Gen Y 
has taken such a fancy to doing their homes up 
like Jackie Kennedy’s back room we might never 
know, but their parents are no doubt pleased that 
the prevailing trend has nothing to do with life size 
circus animals painted on the wall or tribal facial 
tattoos. At least, not yet.  

‘This old thing:‘ Lauren’s vintage Singer sewing machine, a gift from her grandmother.
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real books vs. 
e-books
WHICH DO YOU PREFER?  DON’T BOTHER ANSWERING, 
CULTURAE TOOK TO THE STREETS TO FIND OUT.

Real books or e-books? That’s the 
challenge facing publishing 
companies right now. Electronic 
devices are only increasing in 
popularity with their relative 
affordability, ease of use and slim 
and compact designs. So what does 
this mean for the future of the 
humble book? 

Well, we’re glad you asked. The bound and strung 
goodness of an old-fashioned book is what many 
consider to be on the outer - just like the newspaper 
in its battle with online media. Culturae took to the 
streets and discovered that the printed book might 
well be around for a while yet. 

In a survey conducted by ebookreader.com in August 
2011, 50% of people surveyed said they had no 
intention whatsoever of purchasing an e-Reader at 
any time in the foreseeable future. We decided to 
investigate this claim and asked 20 Gen Y’s whether 
they preferred electronic books or real books. An 
overwhelming 18 said they would rather read the 
latest adventures of Harry Potter from a good old-
fashioned .book.

"I don’t know why I prefer them 
[real books to e-books], but there’s just 
something about having the physical 
copy in your hands and knowing it’s 
yours forever that appeals to me over 
reading from a backlit screen."

Culturae also set off into the bookselling world to 
FInd out what industry insiders thought. Employees at 
Burnie’s independently owned Not Just Books disagree 
with a statement made by British bookstore owner
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Roger Hickman. In an article published in the UK’s Daily 
Telegraph in March. In response to a question on the decline 
of print books, Hickman said “There is not the footfall any 
more. People are not now going into bookshops. If they 
want the latest FIction they will buy it at the supermarket 
or go online or use a Kindle.”. 

But ‘Not Just Books’ owner Kevin Young disagrees 
with Hickman,as do his employees after a busy week 
of trading for Father’s Day..Mr Young believed the 
market for electronic readers was still too small for 
him to be willing to invest,and doubts that his small 
privately owned business would benefIt from selling 
e-Readers or e-Books.

Interestingly, the greatest opposition to electronic 
reading comes from its future consumers - 
Generation Y. In particular, consumers aged between  
17 and 25 seem to relish the very things about real 
books that have caused older generations to switch. 

"Books are quite a sentimental 
thing really - much more 
sentimental than tablets. They 
provide a link to the past that 
are needed precisely because 
of electronic devices like the 
Kindle."
 
It would appear that for now nothing can beat the 
good old-fashioned,,feel-it-in-your-hands,,paper-
and-ink book..As yet the appeal of the e-Reader 
seems to be less than that of its opposition.,How 
ironic that the generalised view of Generation Y, 
portrayed in the media as drug taking, partying and 
graffIti driven vandals are in fact the ones keeping 
the old fashioned values of reading print books alive.  
 
CULTURAE SUGGEST calling up the electronics store 
and telling them to KEEP THat laybyed E-READER 
ON HOLD FOR a little while yet.
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hey jet-setter
Your tear-out pocket guide of where not to travel.

For us wander lusting arm-
chair travellers, a sad situation 
is upon us - civil wars like the 
one in Syria  right now are 
stopping globetrotters from   
safely   experiencing the natural 
wonders of the world.   And as 
much as we wish it weren’t true, 
we’re here to help you decide 
where is simply too dangerous to 
travel (at the moment anyway).

According to the Lonely Planet ‘Big Trip Guide,’, 
“unless you’re an aid worker,, there are several 
countries considered ‘no-go’ zones.”.” Countries can 
quickly fall into civil unrest and simply become too 
dangerous, for race related reasons or otherwise, for 
westerners to travel to. For this reason, Australian 
website smarttraveller.gov includes these countries in 
its list of Do Not Travel destinations::

 Syria- a raging civil war has left this country FLattened 
and an extreme target for terrorist attacks and anti-
government protests. Thousands have died in conFLict 
since 2011 and there is no Australian embassy or 
consulate. We’d advise waiting until things settle down 
before taking in the biblical sights of Damascus or Aleppo.

Sudan/South Sudan-- violent protestors have 
recently blown up US, British and German embassies in the 
capital  Khartoum and anti-government demonstrations 
have been underway since June. And if you’re thinking of 
sailing in these waters then forget it - pirates are rampant 
and they aren’t as merciful as Captain Jack Sparrow.

Afghanistan- terrorist bombings have been common 
here for quite some time and major cities around the country 
are often targets for terrorist attacks. All major hotels in the 
capital of Kabul are terror targets and secured vehicles are 
the only safe method of transport throughout the region. 
High instances of kidnappings are recorded, especially of 
westerners and reporters.

Yemen- high instances of westerner targeted kidnappings 
in the capital of Sana’a as well as an absence of an Australian 
embassy or consular ofFIcial means that this country is one to 
keep off the travel itinerary.


